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ISSUE SUMMARY
Extreme processing delays at U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services have resulted in Temporary
Protected Status, or TPS, holders not receiving their new Employment Authorization Documents prior
to the expiration of their current work authorization, despite timely submission and paying nearly
$500 in government filing fees.1 Through administrative advocacy and Congressional inquiries, the
Catholic Legal Immigration Network, Inc. has learned that this issue has so far impacted TPS holders
from four countries, including approximately 20,000 Salvadorans, more than 4,500 Haitians, more
than 300 Syrians, and an unknown number of Hondurans. USCIS’ method to address the issue is
unprecedented, legally questionable, operationally inefficient, and calls for swift and thorough oversight
and accountability.

I. TPS AND WORK AUTHORIZATION PROCESSING OVERVIEW
At the time of a TPS extension and beginning of a new TPS designation period, it has been standard practice
for the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, or DHS, and U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services,
or USCIS, to take steps to ensure that current TPS holders who are reapplying for TPS during the new
designation period will not have a lapse in their work authorization during the time it takes to process their new
application. Historically, this has been accomplished by either 1) a TPS decision made well enough in advance
of the expiration of the current designation period so that there is adequate time for cases to be processed before
the new designation period starts,2 or 2) issuing an automatic extension of work authorization in the Federal
Register Notice announcing the new designation period that is long enough to cover the time it takes to process
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applications of all the expected re-registrants.3

II. UNPRECEDENTED TPS PROCESSING DELAYS UNDER THE TRUMP
ADMINISTRATION AND BREAK WITH PAST PRACTICE IN RESOLVING
ISSUES
In July 2018, employers and unions of Haitian TPS holders alerted advocates that the automatic extension
of work authorization granted to Haitian TPS holders at the most recent TPS decision was days away from
expiring, yet many Haitian TPS holders who had timely re-registered had still not received their new work
authorization documents and were at risk of losing their jobs. Following Congressional inquiries, USCIS relayed
that more than 4,500 Haitian TPS holders were affected by this processing delay.4 Following the Haiti incident,
USCIS was unable or unwilling to resolve the problem for El Salvador, Syria, and Honduras.5 The El Salvador
delay affected approximately 20,000 people and the Syria delay affected more than 300 people.6 The exact
number of Honduran TPS holders affected is unknown to CLINIC as of the publication date of this brief.7
In general, processing delays at USCIS have reached extraordinary and damaging levels.8 Average case
processing time at USCIS has lengthened by 46 percent over the past two fiscal years.9 Over the nearly 30-year
history of TPS, there have only been a few noted instances in which USCIS was unable to process TPS cases in
time before an automatic extension ran out.10 In those cases, USCIS ensured TPS holders’ work authorization
would not be impacted by issuing a Federal Register Notice,11 which is a clear and legally sufficient solution for
I-9 purposes.12 I-9 instructions direct employers to accept expired Employment Authorization Documents, or
EADs, when they have “been extended by regulation or a Federal Register Notice.”13
In contrast, under the current administration, USCIS broke with the past practice, mailing out individual
Notices of Continued Evidence of Work Authorization to impacted individuals.14 Thousands of people did
not receive these Notices until after their work authorization had already expired.15 In a letter to then-USCIS
Director Cissna, CLINIC requested an explanation for this departure from past practice and highlighted that
unlike the previous method of dealing with this issue, the new practice was inefficient, operationally wasteful,
prone to error, and it is questionable if individual Notices are legally sufficient for I-9 purposes.16 Seventy legal
experts also wrote to the administration, indicating their belief that this practice was potentially unlawful and
not sufficient for employment verification procedures.17

III. C
 ONSEQUENCES OF PROCESSING DELAYS FOR TPS HOLDERS AND
THEIR FAMILIES
TPS processing delays and USCIS’ method of resolving issues have impacted TPS holders and their families in
numerous ways. Without a valid EAD, people may lose pay or their jobs altogether. The delays also cost people
their individual driver’s licenses (as well as commercial driver’s licenses), as they are unable to provide up-todate documents. Loss of a driver’s license has a cascading effect on a family, impacting ability to get to work,
pick up household necessities, drive to health care appointments, attend school, etc. TPS holders have relayed
stories to CLINIC about stressful and difficult interactions with police at routine traffic stops, impacts on ability
to secure student loans, and losing access to their bank accounts at banks which require proof of immigration
status to hold an account. TPS holders also note that even if they did not lose their jobs, it put an uncomfortable
strain on their employment not having their work authorization and instead having to provide an individual
Notice and a variety of print out materials from USCIS’ website to provide their current status. Others discussed
the stress of having to take and request limited time off to attend Department of Motor Vehicle appointment
after appointment to try to sort out driver’s licenses issues. While some TPS holders have been able to resolve
these issues by working with attorneys, contacting the Department of Justice Immigrant and Employee Rights
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Section,18 and other methods, the fall out of these issues continues for an unknown number of families.
There are also less tangible consequences to individuals and families who are already vulnerable due to TPS
terminations and/or the current political climate. TPS holders describe extreme stress and anxiety caused by
not having their cases processed in time and experiencing a lack of justice: they complied with all aspects of the
law, timely filing and paying nearly $500 in fees,19 yet the government did not process their cases in time and
resolved the problem in an unusual, unprecedented way without explanation.

IV. OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATION OF TPS PROCESSING DELAYS
CLINIC has alerted the Citizenship and Immigration Service Ombudsman’s office of the TPS work
authorization processing delays at USCIS several times, as well as the unusual and problematic way USCIS
elected to address the problem.20 Despite repeated outreach to the Ombudsman, the processing delays persist
and it is unclear if the Ombudsman’s office has taken any action. In early 2019, the House Committee on
Oversight launched an inquiry, “requesting documents relating to reports that the [Ombudsman’s] office is
failing to carry out its statutory duties to help people applying for legal immigration programs and to assist the
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) to improve those programs.”21
The Government Accountability Office, or GAO, has accepted requests from multiple Senate offices to
investigate TPS decisions as well as implementation issues.22 At the time of this brief ’s publication, the
investigation is ongoing with a report forthcoming.23 As a result of the GAO investigation, the DHS Inspector
General, has decided to wait for results from the GAO before pursuing an investigation on similar topics made
by 82 U.S. Representatives in December 2018.24

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OVERSIGHT
AND ACCOUNTABILITY
1. Congress must question, investigate, and obtain an explanation as to why USCIS is
unable to process TPS work authorization applications in a timely matter, as well as why
there have been more delays affecting TPS holders’ ability to maintain work authorization
during the first few years of the current administration than the entire history of TPS.
2. Congress must question, investigate, and obtain an explanation as to why USCIS
broke with past practice in curing TPS processing delay issues, electing an inefficient,
operationally wasteful, error-prone, and legally questionable method as opposed to issuing
a single Federal Register Notice.
3. Congress must continue to investigate the CIS Ombudsman’s office and hold the
Ombudsman accountable for any dereliction of statutory duty.

General Oversight Analysis: Tools for oversight and accountability include the Freedom of Information Act requests; GAO
investigations; Inspector General investigations; Congressional oversight including data and informational requests from agencies
and committee hearings; litigation; investigatory reporting; among others. CLINIC recommends those conducting oversight and
accountability work to engage in careful evaluation of the proper vehicle and survey and consult with the current field of advocacy to
determine how to best move forward on strategy.
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